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work—we have also learned some positive lessons during this same
period. In recent years, we have seen an emerging consensus that
the proper goal of monetary policy is price stability. It may well be
that before price-level benefits are apparent, support for this goal
will soften as the negative effects of an economic slowdown are
experienced. lt is propitious, therefore, topoint out that the apparent



First, the data-measuring commodity prices havea number of advan-
tages over the type of data-measuring quantity variables such GNP
statistics, domestic output and income statistics, or statistics pertain-
ing to the monetary aggregates. Commodity prices, for example, are
readily available, are observed at frequent intervals, and are not
subject to revision and adjustment as are the above-cited quantity



signal the type of policies that should be nndertaken in different
countries and help to coordinate monetary policy.

Coordination of monetary policy that stabilizes exchange rates,
however, also muffles information previously provided by exchange
rate movements, In this situation, the information provided by com-
iW)dity pricemovements becomes increasingly important. In particu-



nuis issue: rormai empiricai eviueiice UI mile eiiec~s UI ciiaiiges ‘mm
monetary policy on broad indices of commodity prices, historical
studies of these effects, and studies of the key determinants of com-
modity prices. In fact, the overall evidence is mixed. But much
evidence does suggest that changes in monetary policy (10 signifi-
cantly influence commodity prices.
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During the period from spring to autumn 1989, broad indices of
commodity prices were trending down; the level of commodity
prices was actually declining. World commodity prices were also
quite sluggish. Therefore, commodity prices were signaling that an
easier policy stance was appropriate and that the monetary restraint
implemented in earlier months had taken root.



changed. Forme, the lesson ofthis particular episode is that commod-
ity prices can help in bringing about the better timing of policy
action: Commodity prices can help the monetary policymaker to take
the correct action earlier.

In addition to these earlier episodes, oil-price fluctuations have
also bolstered the case formonitoring commodity prices. In situations
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